Historical Affairs and Landmark Review Board
Arlington County, Virginia

HALRB Meeting October 20, 2021
CoA 21-25, 3900 Langston Blvd: A request by the Cherrydale Volunteer Fire Department to install signage directing
visitors to the social hall.

Arlington County Historic Preservation Program

HALRB Meeting

Each of the (3) Cherrydale VFD Exterior Entrance Directional signs are:
- 12” x 12” .040 white aluminum with .5 rounded corners
- .25“ border PMS Black
- Text and Arrow - college boy font -- PMS Red
- Entire image will be digitally printed directly onto the .040 aluminum
- liquid laminate over the entire sign face surface - protect from UV and weather
- panel adhesive mount to 1/4” white sintra block to show no screw holes into the aluminum panel
- Sign panel and sintra block will be pin mounted into brick mortor surface of CVFD
- Signs installed to ADA regulations 40-60 inches from the ground to the bottom of the sign, mortar and obstacles permitting

Installation instructions per Arlington County for Historic Preservation:
1. Must minimize drilling into brick / line up new pins with mortar to the greatest extent possible.
2. Where lead dowels are present, all the holes with silicone (do not attempt to drill the holes out)
3. Where wood dowels are present, remove the dowels and patch exisiting mortar with a mortar that matches.
Mortar must match in composition and color (lime based, not cement based.)
4. Holes in the brick should be patched with a lime-based mortar that is tinted to match the brick color.
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SIGN #1
(1x)

#1. 12”x12” - Outside front door of building.
Mount sign on the left side of the door.
pointing visitors to the side of the building.
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SIGN #2
(1x)

Social Hall
Entrance
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#2. 12”x12” - Outside Fire Station Side Door mount sign on the left side of the door.
Left arrow points visitors
to the double glass doors.
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SIGN #3
(1x)

#3. 12”x12” - Social Hall Entance
install sign on left side of door
outside double glass doors.
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